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COMMUNITY
INFORMATION
The following outlines information for
current and prospective community
members. The content contained within
is privileged and exclusive property of
Pocket, LLC. Some of the following
statements are forward looking and
should not constitute a guarantee or
investment advice. Always consult your
advisors prior to participation. Crypto
projects are highly speculative and one
should independently evaluate their
appetite for risk. This is an overview and
is subject to change with or without
notice.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Financial Freedom. It's a mantra at Pocket, LLC. DeFi (Decentralized
Finance) allows for a once in a lifetime opportunity; that is, the
opportunity for anyone with the dream, drive, and desire to achieve a
better life for themselves and their families.
Our goal is simple: to provide the fertile ground for creators to create and
appreciators to participate.
With our recent merger with MetaBoards (formerly Memenopoly) we've
never been better positioned to achieve amazing things. MetaBoards has
demonstrated breath-taking achievements by providing high value NFTs,
innovative P2E, staking, farming, and way more!
Pocket's Play to Earn (p2e) will enable independent developers to
seamlessly tap into our code and audience base for instant integration
and release of fresh and fun games and ideas. Soon, our joint project aims
to deliver a full VR game, more NFTs, an expanded NFT Marketplace, and
several new utilities.
We all have different stories. But our team and community share common
goals and values: speak with integrity, design with passion, communicate
with transparency, while always doing our utmost best. Because, after all,
there's no reason why you can't do good while doing well.

- Jared
Founder & CEO

COMMUNITY FIRST APPROACH
TAX REBATES
In V1, we changed our taxes, not our values. We
made the decision to refund all previous holders in
advance to ensure they enjoy the same tax rates as
our new community members.

INDUSTRY LEADING P2E
When it comes to p2e payouts, nobody does it quite
like Pocket. We've benchmarked against all major
p2e platforms and have some of the most generous
rewards available.

INNOVATIVE APPROACH
This space changes often, requiring us to function
with agility and flexibility. Prioritizing our
communities interests, we adjust our taxes and p2e
earnings to reflect market conditions. It's not onesize-fits-all.

INCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENT
We firmly believe there is great opportunity in
cooperation, not in competition. We frequently
partner with other leading companies to provide
unique experiences to our holders.

ABOUT US

WHO WE ARE
Pocket, LLC. is a legally registered company in
the state of Wyoming, USA. In August 2021,
Pocket launched Pocket Doge and became a
leader in the crypto space. Since that time, we
developed several new and innovative
products. Pocket's V2 relaunch was a brand
overhaul and served to address flaws in the
initial contract and provide additional room
for growth.
Pocket is driven by a singular focus:
Innovation in a space ready for change.
Through our upcoming p2e launches, NFT
platform, staking, farming, VR games, and
Business to Business (B2B) features, we
approach the crypto space from every avenue.
For gamers of all skill levels, art collectors and
DeFi lovers, Pocket offers something for
everyone.
Welcome to Pocket. We're happy to have you
here on this journey with us. We couldn't do it
without you!

OUR VALUES
01.

Our community is our partner, our
employer, and our team. We will
always be upfront and honest.

02.

Utility is greater than hype. Our
products are designed to provide
real world use.

03.

DeFi was created to allow anybody
to achieve financial freedom. We
will do everything in our power to
help realize that goal.

want to change the world.
04. We
There are no monoliths here. We
can shape this future in a way that
is both lucrative and fair.
believe in giving back to the
05. We
global community. In the few short
months since launch, Pocket has
already contributed to over five
internationally recognized
nonprofits, including the National
Association for Drug Court
Professionals, the North Shore
Animal League, and St. Jude's
Children's Research Hospital.

OUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
WHAT WE'VE DONE
Almost one year of demonstrated success.
Doxxed devs.
Live video chats, AMAs, and interviews.
p2e live platform: Over $100k paid out.
Two additional p2e games in development.
Legal entity as an LLC.
Release of two music videos.
Listings on CMC, CG, and DexTools.
Established several major token partnerships,
including EverRise and BurningMoon.
Acquired Memenopoly, an NFT project with the
4th largest trading volume of all time on
Treasureland marketplace.

WHAT'S TO COME
Updated dApp roll out
Generous rewards with staking
Memenopoly's full rebirth as Metaboards
MetaBoards presale and game release
The Vault (more information on page 11)
Migration of large LP, reducing volatility and
increasing project's stability and sustainability

POCKET
Pocket's primary objective is to be the B2B side of our
offerings. Payments for B2B offerings are made through
$PCKT holding requirements and direct payment.
Holding Pocket's namesake token, $PCKT, gives it's
community the best way to take advantage of our
ecosystem's growth as each aspect feeds into $PCKT
revenue, with proceeds distributed to holders of $PCKT.
The B2B offerings include:

THE ECOSYSTEM

White-label presale platform
NFT bridge
Token bridge
Additional services TBA
As demonstrated to the right, funds from the gameplay,
NFT sales, Buy and Sell taxes, et. al., feed back into
Pocket, allowing holders to benefit from MetaBoards
revenue via buyback and other mechanisms. Pocket's
p2e provides holders with another method to earn
additional $PCKT.

METABOARDS
$mPCKT is Pocket's in-game currency for all V2 games.
$mPCKT offers holders the following:
Gameplay on MetaBoards
NFT and token staking
NFT sales platform
The Vault (additional details on page 13)
A pegged and relatively stable token
Over 10 different ways to earn and maximize your
gameplay earning

*Represented above: Pocket as the overall ecosystem with
profits from MetaBoards, NFT sales, taxes, gameplay, etc.,
feeding back into Pocket.

METABOARDS

MORE ABOUT METABOARDS
MetaBoards is an entirely unique and
revolutionary blockchain-based game.
You’ve played Monopoly, we assume.
Probably even lost a few friendships as a
result of it. Who hasn’t?
The concept is similar, minus the lost
friendship.
Your roll is completely randomized by
Chainlink’s VRF. You buy properties
(Randomized NFT Packs) and when a
user lands on your space, they pay rent.
When you land on somebody else’s
property, you pay rent.
This game is comprised of over 30
contracts across multiple chains. That’s
the basics.
MetaBoards also offers staking of NFTs
and tokens, daily rewards, NFT sales, The
Vault, and so much more.
Oh yeah, did we mention it’s in VR?

*Virtual Reality gameplay is an optional
experience. A VR headset is not required
to play the game. A headset is only
required to play the game in VR.

MIGRATION, PRESALE, LAUNCH
Prior to launch and thereafter, current $MNOP holders will
have the ability to migrate their tokens to $mPCKT. The base
migration rate is 20:1. For example, 20 $MNOP tokens are the
same as 1 $mPCKT token. Users will have the ability to select
either an immediate 20:1 migration or create their own
vesting schedule for up to a 1:1 migration (more details in
Appendix). This is a very unique presale process conducted
entirely within our own dApp on BSC, Polygon, and
Ethereum.
Interested parties will be able to participate through the
purchase of "Distro Packs" which provide both NFTs and
Tokens. The NFTs are used within the Pocket/MetaBoards
ecosystem and gameplay, significantly enhancing and
expanding the user experience.
The private sale is exclusively for those who hold $PCKT
and/or $MNOP, as well as private arrangements. The private
sale is vested, meaning your tokens unlock over a set period
of time. This presale follows the completion of the private
sale.
The launch will be in multiple phases. Given the complexity
of the overall project, our launch will be done in the following
stages:
Stage 1: The migration process opens along with The Vault
Stage 2: The store opens; private sale begins, followed by the
presale.
Stage 3: Staking is enabled and the token is launched

$PCKT REACTIVE TAXES
A good company sets the pace. A better company sets the
pace but is able to respond to ever-changing market
conditions. In order to cement our place as leaders in the
crypto space we have to be, well, not so cemented with
other things. This is why our V2, $PCKT, provides variable
tax rates, with a base rate of 9% when the market is stable.
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$MPCKT

EARNINGS MENU
SOME OF THE WAYS TO EARN

These are just some of

EARN WITH $MPCKT

EARN WITH NFTS

Chest spaces, moon jackpot, super

Stake NFTs for rent

payday (play MetaBoards)

payments and farm rewards

Rent payments when someone

Resell NFTs on secondary

lands on your space (NFT)

market

Stake $mPCKT for rewards points

NFTs with guaranteed daily

and more $mPCKT

rewards

HODL and watch the price rise

EARN WITH VAULT SHARES
Burn mPCKT for Vault Shares
Give/Burn NFTs for Vault Shares
HODL $mPCKT for Vault Shares

the many ways to earn!
Don't forget our
generous migration
vesting rewards and so
much more!

CONTACT US
T.ME/POCKETLLC
www.projectpocket.io
info@projectpocket.io*
@projectpckt

*Please use this email to contact us about our B2B services.

